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AMERICA'S HISPANIC HERITAGE

INTRODUCTION

If you are hie many Americans, you nay conjure up stereotypical images when you think of
Hispanics. You may think of a Mexican as someone with dark hair and dark eyes, wearing a
somlawro and Lakin a siesta. You may think of a Puerto Rican as a gang member, with a knife or
a gun in an urban as in West Side Story. You ma think of a Cuban as a drug smuggler as
in famine or as a Coninamistspy. Revolutimaries in the jungles may ctnne to mind,

someone widt a bode of uila or rum. You may h't of rural people living in poverty, with
dtickens, goats, and many You might even imagine someone with a pus! but oaronttmnethe
bead*, swinfing in a hammock, and drinking coconut milk. Most of these
faun television, movies, textbooks, cr dime store novels. Many have come from 1":. who have
traveled and brought back stories and pictures ofwhat they did not understand and often
misinteriatted.

We must mph= stereotypical images with the images of real people and replace popular
misconception with, axrect information. Hispanics arc like other people, with their own identities
and tlair own econcanic, political, and personal realities.

"My parents, who are both socessful, have raised no in a home where Spanish is seldom spoken,
he it is always appreciated and respected. Both my par ms were brought up in a twine where not
much more was offered this food to eat end a warm place to sleep, he there was always an
abundance of love. It was a ham in which religion and ethic:aim'were highly regarded. All of
these Ilispanie customs and morals that I value so much wagon what being hispanic means to
me. These are the things that make me a truly unique individual."

The author, Marisa Perales, was the first place winner in Hispanic magazine's 1989 Hispanic
National Essay Contest (1989).

HISPANICS: AMONG THE OLDEST AND NEWEST AMERICANS

"hops* Americans are at once the oldest and newest immigrants to the United States" (Ono,
1984

in 1980, only about one-quarter of [Mexican Americans) were foreign-born, underscoring the fact
that they are among the oldest Hispanic groups residing in the United States" (Sara n, circa
1988). Tic Spanish colony of St. Augustine was established in 1561f, El Paso was founded in
1598, and Santa Fe was established in 1609. The first permanent English colony, Jamestown,
was no founded until 1607. Many of the Hispanics who bad settled the Southwest long before the
American Revolution became American citizens in 1848 when the United States acquired this area
in the name of Manifest Destiny.

Recent immigrants from Laub America, as in the case of El Salvadorean, Nicaraguans, etc. come
to the United States for the same reasons as that of the European immigrants who came before
them the search for political and religious freedom and the hope for a better life. They arc
escaping possible persecution, political unrest and poverty.

1



HISPANICS: AN UMBRELLA TERM FOR A DIVERSE POPULATION

The tom Hispanic is an umbrella term used to conveniently describe a large and diverse
population. Hispanic subgnaups are more like alossed salad" than a "melting pot." Hispanics
may share a language, a religion, and a similar culture, but it is erroneous to think of Hispanics as
a homoigencous group because they are from many different commies, with different histories and
eduricines. We must realize that each Hispanic group is distinct and unique with its own history.
Each group has its own relation to this country, and each tends to be concentrated in different

areas of the United States. The Spanish language and culture are common to all
f t but even that has diverse facet..

The two dunacanisdcs lfispanics have in conunon is the heritage of Spanish comma and culture
and the utilization of dm Spanish language. Yet, din amplest was expoienced differently in the
%whew nub:Dries, and die culture was synod:lad wkh specific native folk customs and Factices.
This produced diffenmt and easily recopied* thane:minim (Piro; Spielberg 1980 as cited in
Melville, 1988)

...The music of Puez Rico has a rhythm different from that of friteico, the dance of Cuba is
distinct and forma so Salvadorians...11se symbols used K) rally people, such as flags, music,
dance, heroes, IffilliVeZeriCS are all distinct (Melville, 1988).

Thar are many other umbrella or pan-Latin terms that have been used at different times in
American history to refer to Hispanics, and many are still being used today. Some of these terms
include Latinos, Spanish-speaking, Spanish-origin, Spanish-surname, and Spanish persons. The
term Hispanic is the newest umirella tenn. "Hispanic" in this country usually means a perim
from, or with ancestry firm a Spanish speaking country (see grapes).

The term "Hispanic" has a political origin. It began to be used as an official tom in 1968 when
President Johnson declared National Hispanic Heritage Week to begin the week of September 15
& 16. This was dole at the request of then Seneca- Joseph Montoya, of New Mexico. It is worth
noting that there have only been two "Spanish-origin" Senators, Joseph Montoya, 1964-1976, and
Dennis Chavez, 1935-1962, also of New Mexico.

In New Mexico, the term "Hispanic" dates back to pit-Mexican independence days when the non-
Indian colorists of New Mexico could in fact trace their origins to Spain. The choice of the
adjective Hispanic rattan. than Latino, which was more common in Texas and California, can be
traced to the New Mexican influence in Congress (Melville, 1988).

There are other inclusive terms used to group diverse peoples into one pot., The U.S. Census
Bureau uses terms for geographic regions such as Central & South America to group people from a
number of different countries like El Salvador, Panami, Venezuela, Colombia, etc. Hispanics
come from 20 different countries, and though the United States refers to use one umbrella term
for all, they have 20 different national rather Mexican, Cuban, Venezuelan, etc.(see graphic).
Each country has its own distinct ethnic backgromd. They may share a common history of
conquest, the Spanish language and culture, but each has developed its own identity.

In the U.S., country of origin names take on another nationalistic dimension. Some people prefer
to hyphenate their names, to show their ethnicity and that they are also a part of their adopted
coon' i.e. Cuban-Amoicans. Others have different ways of identifying themselves. For

those of Mexican descent may call themselves Mexican, Mexicano, Chicam, or Mexican-
Amesican. No all people from the same background like to be called the same thing. Many

2
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"HISPANICS"/"LATINOS"

Mexicerko,na Puerto Riquedo,na/Boricua
coAlexic n- A n, icalc.<0;00.11icano,na Borin uen/Nuyorique

Cubano,nv Hondureno,na
Dominicano,na

Guatemalteco,ca

Nicaraguense

Colombiano,na

Ecuatoriano,na

Per uano,na

Chileno,na

Salvadorefto,fia

Costa Riquefio,tia

Venezolano,na

Boliviano,na

Uruguayo,ya

I

Espatiol,a

Andrew Vazquez.
Programs for Educational Opportunity
University of Michigan
February 16, 1989.

Panameno,fia

Paraguayo,ya

Argentino,na
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Chicanos do not like to be called Mexican-American, and vice versa. In New York City Puerto
Rican versus IsTuyorican is another examine.

The prime for one turn over another for self-identification may reflect a person's political
viewpoint. It may also reflect the differing historical perspective of the region of the U.S. in which
he/she was rais4 er the individual's family history in the United States.

Although a term is waled fee political unity, one which focuses on the commanility of many
distinct groups, we must remember that "there is a strength in numbers when the identity of the
component parts is not sacrificed and forgotten" (Melville. 1988).

THE FASTEST GROWING MINORITY GROUP IN THE COUNTRY

The United States is cunendy the fifth largest Hispanic' maimed country in the world behind
Mexico, Spain, Argentina, and Colombia. Hispanics are the second largest minority stoup in the
United States, numbering 19.4 million in 1988. By some estimates, they may soon become the

In 1980 the Hispanic population made up 6.4 percent of the total U.S. population and grew to 8.1
percent in 1988. It is projected that by the year 2000, Hispanics will make up 10 percent of the
total U.S. population. If current growth rates continue, Hispanics will become the largest minortiy
populatirm in the nation by the year 2030. By that same year they will comp ise the majority or
near majority in California and several other Southwestern states (Bureau of the Census, 1987a).

The actual number of Hispanics may be much larger than the abovefigures indicate because it is
speculated that a vast number of Hispanics were missed in the 1980 census count. In fact, it was
estimated that five to ten percent of Hispanics were not counted in 1980 (Montana, 1989).

Mexicans are the largest group of Hispanics in the U.S.; they account for 62 percent of the total
Hispanic population. Next in size are the Puerto Ricans who total 13 percent of Hispanics, not
including those on the island of Puerto Rico. Cubans are the next ma, roup with 5 percent.
Central & South Americans represent 12 percent of the total U.S. Hispanic population. Please
keep in mind that Central & South Americans come from 16 different countries. Other Hispanics
make up 8 percent of the Hispanic population in the United States.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO POPULATION GROWTH

Fertility

One of the hams considexed when projecting the Hispanic population rate in the United States is
its youthfulness. In 1988 it was estimated that the median age for Hispania was 25.5 years,
compared to 32.2 yews for the Ipopulation. Among the Hispanic groups Mexican
Amens anus are the youngest a median age of 23.3 years. The Puerto Rican median is slightly
older at 24.3 years. The median age for Cuban Americans, however, is the oldest at 39.1 years
(Valdivieso & Davis, 1988).

The relatively young median age of Hispanic women is directly related to the high birth rate of this
In fact, Hispanic women have the highest fertility rate of all women in the United States.

The of Census recently estimanxi an annual birth :az of 96 baties per 1000 Hispank
women ages 18 to 44 ; the birth rate for wow= of the same age in the general pixilation was 71
births per thousand (Bureau of the Census, 1988b). In 1987 births to Itspanic women accounted
for 11 percent of all U.S. births. Most of these births are to young mots, many of them towage

4
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mailers. Fre example, more than one out of six Hispanic babies ate horn to a teen mother (CDF,
1989). This ensir that the Hispanic population will remain a young one well into the 21st
t.entiny.

Immigration

Immigration is also a major factor in the growth of the Hispanic population; 34paean of all
irmnigration since 1960 has come from Latin America, mostly from Mexico. In 1980, Mexico
accounted for 29.71 percent of all legal immigration; and 27.95 paean in 1985. "...Mexico was
die source of more legal immigrants in 1985 than any other country..." (Bouvier & Gardner,
1986).

I used to worry alma my dada lot. 'That rd never see hint apes becausewe left him behind in El
Salvador. Now I plan to visit him when I graduate from high schooL lk will be very proud. I
try to think positive, tan last year I could hardly think of anything except my bearteche and
sadness.

(Quoted from a Salvador= teenager. as cited in Olsen, 1988).

Muller & Espenshade (1985) (as cited in N.CA.S., 1988), state that 35 percent of all migration
since 1960 to the United States has cone from Latin Amerka. The Latin American inmigiants
have cone mainly from Mexico (28 percmt), El Salvador (4.7 percent), Guatemala (2 percent),
Honduras (1.7 percent) and Nicaragua (1.3 percent).

Undocumented immigrants also contribute to the growth of the Hispanic population in the United
States. There are different of undocumented immignuits. Those who settle on a perm-Anon
basis affect lap& the size ate the labor minket, while those who do not settle
permanently affect y the labor market. The Population Reference Bureau distinguishes between
three different types of undocumented immigrants: ...'settlers,' who come to the U.S. on a more
rtr less permanent basis; 'sojourners,' who stay temporarily, such as seasonal farm workers; and
'commuters,' who cross the border daily" (Bouvier & Gardner, 1986).

It is diffeult to estimate with any accuracy the number of undocumented immigrants who are
coming, or who are already hem. In 1986 it was projected that 1.8 million undocumented
imniigrants would enter the U.S. The counts are not accurate because they arc based on the
number of wrests, and the notion that forevery one attested, two or three get away. Although
undocumented immigrants are to be included in the census count, many do not participate for fear
of reprisal. Another problem that makes counting difficult is that many return to their homeland.

Undoctimented hnmigrants are not protected by U.S. law and are therefore easy targets for
discrimination by changing immigration They are also are easy targets for
discrimination in employment, education, sing, health services, etc.

With the implementation of the, 1986 Immigration Reform Act, disaimination in employment has
become more marked. Included in this act are sanction against those companies that employ
undocumented immigrants; there were no employer sanctions before thisact was passed. Under
threat of lair fines and other punitive measuits, many companies axe overly cautious and have not
hired potential employees because they look foreign or have heavy accents.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Most Ifispanics (89 pacent) live in one of only 9 states, five of which are Southwestern. Around
63 pawl of all Hispanics live in the Southwest (California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas).

S
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About 55 percent live in California and Texas alone (34 percent and 21 percent respectively), and
11 percent live in New York, 8 percent in F a, 4 -a in Illinois, and 3 percent in New
Jersey. Michipn has the 1 1 th largest Hispanic in the country. The top five Hispanic
cities, in descending mks, are: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Antonio, and Houston.

Each Hispanic subgroup is concentrated in a different geographic arm and each has a different
history in relation to this country. These different relationships usually dictated why these groups
are located where they are today.

pew of the Mexican origin populsion resides in the five Southwestern states, with most
living in California or Telan. Mom than 60 percent of aft Cubans live in Florida' Puerto Ricans
me concentrated in the Northeast, paniculady in New York and New Jersey. A brge stare of
Central Americans inn also found in Califinnia (Matiella, 1988).

Immigration patterns are also different among groups. Usually where there is a large concentration
of a certain sub-group, that will greatly influence where the immigrants from a similar background
will go.

SOCIOECONOMIC INDICATORS

Education

The educational attainment of some Hispanic groups is alarmingly low, a factor that contributes to
some of the hardships they face in other areas of their lives. Of these Hispanics who were age 25
or over in 1988, slightly more than half (51 percent) had completed high school. The national
figure for the same age group was 76 percent.

Although lE4tanics generally have attained less education than the population in general, specific
groups of His K have fared better than others in this regard. Hispanics who tnce their origins
to Central & th America, as well as Cuba, tend to have more education than Puerto Ricans or
Mexican-Americans. For =ample, 64 percent of Central & South American Hispanics age 25 or
over had four years of high school or more in 1988, as compared to 61 percent of Cuban
Americans, 51 percent of Puerto Ricans and 45 percent of Mexican - Americans of the same age
(Bureau of the Census, 1988c).

Since Hispanics have a large younger population, more and more Hispanic children will be
enters 4 school. It is estimated that by the year 2000, Hispanics will be 10 percent of the U.S.
populate and around 16 percent of school age children (Valdivieso & Davis, 1988).

Bilingual educatimi remains a prevalent issue in the education of Hispanics. Many schools lack the
programs and resources to ban& children who do not speak English well. Spanish is looked
down upon, because schools feel that it inhibits learning, atid children learn to e that their
language is a detriment. They must learn English quickly ic be left behind. 1974 S
Court case, Lau v. Nichols, made significant progress in ti lingual education for all , but
recently the "English only" nxwement has done quite a lot to undermine that progress.

I just sat in my classes and didn't undemtand anything. Sonusimes I wool., try to look like I knew
what was going on, sometimes I would ),:st try to think about a happy time when I didn't feel
stupid. My teachers never called an me or talked to me. I think they either forgot Iv,da usJe
the wish 1 wasn't. I waked and waited, thinking someday I will know English.

(Quoted from a Mexican girl who immigrated at age 13, as cited in Olsen, 1988).
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Employment

Hispanics are active members of the country's Labor force. The U.S. Bureau of the Census
resorted that 79 percent of males and 52 percent of Hispanic females were either
employed or actively looking a job in 1988. Comparable figures far males and females in the
general population were 74 partra and 56 percent respectively (Valdivieso & Davis, 1988).

Although Ilispanics are as anivt. as others in the labor force, they are often faced to take lower
paying iobs or jobs with less status. The largest propordon of males age 16 and over in the general
pcpulanon that the U.S. Bureau of Census classified as managerial and professional
specialty in 1 ' job classikation mounted for 26 percent of all males and 25 percent of all
females that year. Only 13 percent of the Ilispanic males, howeva, and 16 percent of
the Hispanic tithe same age =ported jobs that were classified similarly. tlispanic males
were more likely to report jobs classified as technical, sales and administrative (15
percent), savix occupadons (15 percent), recision rothiction, craft and repair 1 percent) or
operates& fabricators and laborers (28 percent). Hispanic females were mote likely to repcst j9bs
that were classifaxi as technical, sales and administrative support (41 percent), service
(22 percent), and quart as, fabricators and laborers (17 percent) (Bureau of the Censils,ccrar7

Hispanics also tend to have jobs that have less job security, a factor that contributes to the high
rate ri unemployment for flipanics. For example, 10 percent of Hispanic males and 7 percent of
Hispanic females repated that they were unemployed in 1988; that compares to six percent of the
males and females respectivley in the general population that said they were currently out of work
(Bureau of the Census, 1988c).

By the next century an estimated 16 percent of 18 to 24 year olds will be Ilispanic, the age when
they will start entering the wok force (Valdivieso, and Davis, 1988). To be able to enter
successfully into the new high tech work world, it is imperative that Hispanics receive better
education.

Economic Status

Hispanics also des from high poverty levels. In 1987, 26 percent of Hispanic families were
below the poverty line. In the same year the median family income for Hispanics was $20,306, as
compared to a median family biome of $31,853 for the general population. Among Hispanics
there are vast differences. The median family income for Cuban-Amerkans for example, was 27,
294, a figure close to that for families nationwide. On the t to end of the spectrum, the
median family income reported by Puerto Ricans was only 15,185 (Bureau of the Census,
1988c).

THE AMERICAS' SPANISH HERITAGE

In 1492 Spanish ships hearkd by Christopher Columbus landed in the Americas. Within 50 years
the Spanish had conquend and col zed many Caribbean islands, Mexico, Central and South
America. These areas stayed under Spanish colonial rule for over three hundred years. By the
early pan of the Nineteenth Century most of the colonies were unhappy with their treatment under
the Spanish. They did not want to be governed by a country that was very distant and did not
understand their needs. They wanted independence. Mexico declared independence in 1810 and
finally achieved it in 1821. By the end of the third decade of the Nimeenth Century, virtually all
of the Spanish American colonies had won their independence. Cuba and Puerto Rico remained
under Spanish control until 1898, when Spain was defeated in the Spanish-American War.
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In 1845 the United States decided to take Texas as a state, which prompted the Mexican-American
War. The Unied States won the war, and in 1848 Mexico signed the Treaty of Guadalupe-
Hidalgo which ceded over half of its national territory to the U.S. The Mexicans living in the
ceded =Writs were given the option to keep their Mexican citizenship (and given resicknt alien
status) or to take U.S. citizenship. They wire given a period of one year to decide what citizenship
they wanted. If they (Rd not formally decide within that time, by default they became U.S.
citizens. These Mexicans did not immigrate; the border moved on them.

The Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo guaranteed all of the Mexicans residing in the ceded territories
who became United States citizens "...all the rights of citizens of the United States, according to
the principles of the Constitution..." It also guaranteed to those who became citizens, and those
who remained Mexican citizens all rights to their propenks.

Merck= now established in militaries previously belonging to Meximshall be free to continue
we they now reside, or to remove to the Mexican Reimblk, retaining the property which they
possess in the sail territories..

In the said mimics, property of every kind now behmging to MeXiCaRs not established these,
shall be inviolably respected. The prefers owners, the heirs of these, and all Mexicans who may
hereafter a:quire said property by contract, shall enjoy with respect to it guanunees equally ampk
as if the same belonged to citirens of the United States.

Taken from ankle; VIII and DC of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Ma/go (as cited in Lamb, 1970).

This treaty soon becalm a sham, and the provisions of the treaty, such as those stated above, were
igrimed. The land rights were not respected and Mexicans, even those who were now
"Americans," lost their land. They were cheated out of it, or physically thrown off of it The
"Gold Rush" in California, the introduce of the railroads, and cattle ranch** all bad a in the
dispossession of the Mexicans from their land. The activist Reies Tijerina dung the 1* a and
1970s in New Mexico tried to Wing attention to the Mexicans dispossession of their land.

The Twentieth Century

During the early pan of this century and continuing into the 1920s American business was
booming. To keep up with the demand for workers, Americans brought in Mexicans to provide
cheap Mar in the fields and the factories. Many of the Mexican urban enclaves hie those in
Chicago and Detroit were created during this period.

In the 1930s the I changed for the Mexican workers. The ckpressioncame and attuty
pw* including the I..' IP were out of wmk. Politichms mai busine ssmen alike took Mexicans
as the scapegoats for the =may's commie problems. To try to solve the problem of job
competition, the government decided to "repatriate" the Mexicans. Thousands were deported,
many of them American citizens.

During World War II, the U.S. implemented the "Bracero" program. Din to the war there was a
labor shortage, and "Bracers" or Mexican waken were brought to this country to work fora

usually agricultural, that had invited them. When the work was done they were sent
back to 6.8 until they were needed again. Many of the "Braceros" stayed in the U.S., and
dame who went back told stories of jobs and a chance at a better lift. Many of the immigrants
came to this country in watch of a better life, just as those who came from all parts of Europe, but
the Made= itranients were not as welcome as were their European countaparts. The "Bracen)"
program lasted until 1965 when it was discontinued by Congress.



Today many people amtinue to immigrate from Mexico. They we escaping extreme poverty and
arc in search of a better life. Waco is a major source of legal and undocumented immigrants to
the United States.. Undocumented immigrants are working in low paying, hard labor jobs that
would otherwise go unfilled and are a source of cheap labor.

PUERTO RICANS: AMERICAN BY CONQUEST

On November 19, 1493 Ovistopher Columbus and his men landed on an island, which the
indigenous haws called Bori9uen, that they were to call Puerto Rico literally "Rich Port" because
they found gold. The Spanish introduced the "encomienda" system which was similar to the
indentured amain system used in the British colones. As the native Indian pormlaticm died out
from overwcak, inalnutrition and disease, the Spanish turned to African slaves to meet their labor
needs. In 1503 the 'k Crown granted permission to African slaves to the Americus.1

By the 17th century ti population of Porto Rico could be " as white, Black and mulatto.
The culture of the island became a mesh of African and Spanish. An exam* of this is religion
which is a min= of Cathdicism and African religious beliefs. Slavery was abolished on the
island in 1873 (,opez, 191)).

to movements for independence, starting with the "Lams Revolt" lead by Ramon Betances in
, Spanish elites fearing slave revolts and loss of control prevented the move towards

indepencksce. The island remained under Spanish rule until 1898.

In 1898, the United States gained control of Puerto Rico aft its victory over Spain in the Spanish-
American War. The island was annexed as a territory and later became a commonwealth of the
Untied States. In 1917 Puerto Ricans were granted U.S. citizenship. (Thousands of young Puerto
Ricans were enlisted in the U.S. army and died in Europe.) Puerto Ricans were now free to enter
and leave the U.S. mainland as they pies red. This set up a unique dilemma. As U.S. citizens (by
birth) they were not subject to inumgratioi laws, but because of their linguistic and cultural
difference from the majority, they were treated as immigrants.

Today, Puerto Ricans living on the islandeven though they are citizens are not allowed to vote
for the President They have only one representative in Congress who is allowed to speak, but
who does not have a vote. Puerto Rico is hearkd by a governor who is freely elected by the
PeoPle-

Major migration bet a 1940s due to economic problems on the island and because the
mainland industrial ?eared to ofkr better opportunities. Migration was facilitated by low
air flues authorized at the request of the government Upon their arrival on the 'I, Puerto
Ricans faced cultural and racial discrimination. Most cone to earn a better living, but the majority
had plans of moving back to the island. Their dreams of a better life did not completely materialize;
they remain the poorest of all Hispanic groups (Lopez, 1980).

Puerto Ricans are mainly covenanted in New York and New Jersey. There is a continuing
migration of islanders to the mainland for educational opportunities, and many =lain due to job
oppormnities. Puerto Ricans arc different from Mexicans and Cubans because they are able to go
back and forth between the island and the mainlami more easily than the other immigrant groups.

CUBAN IMMIGRATIONS

In 1492 aiter landing on the island of Hispolola, which is now shared by the Dominican Republic
and Haiti, Columbus charted the coast of Cuba before returning to Spain. Soon after Cuba along



with other Caribbean islands were conquered and colonized. As with Puerto Rico, the indigenous
Indian 161i 1 1 to die out due to disease and overwork, African eaves were lwought in to
meet " needs. a relatively short time the population could also be described as White,
Bladr and Mulatto. The mixture of African and Spanish traditions can be observed today, as in the
religious beliefs and the musical tradition.

The Cubism presume in Maids dams back to the 1830s when Cuban cigar arm s, trYinll tee
avid high U.S. miffs, relocated their operations in Key West The city provided an ideal setting
far cigar pnadacdon, since it offered easy access to the mbacco regions of western Cuba and the
commercial caws of Hamm [sic] (Masud -Pilo to, 1984

Cuban Americans are ;raral refugees. The fine major wave (*Cuban immigrants came as a
remit of the 1 I1 /1t takeover in 1959. Most were from die upper mkklie to tipper class that
fled persecutkra. The majority of them came with a high educational level, and time were mostly
white collar pmfessicmals. &taxied families were separated during the immignidon process, as
some were not able to leave before the communist tamer.

The second wave came around 1980 (the Marie! Sealift), these immigrants had a harder time
adjusting to their new environment because they were poorer, and they had lower educational
levels. They did, howeva, have some advantages over many whet immigrant groups because
they came to an established Cuban community located mostly in Miami/Dade County, Florida.

Cubans are trated mostly in the Miami metropolitan area and in central Fksida. As political
refugees, Cubans are not able to mar. r to their homeland. This has been especially difficult on the
older generation.

EL SALVADOREANS, GUATEMALANS, NICARAGUANS:
RECENT TRENDS IN IMMIGRATION

In recent times Central Americans have acne here in increasing nunters. Due to political strife
and attune poverty in their countries, more and more are making their way north every year.
Many of those who arrive seek political asylum from their war torn nations. A large number find
themselves taken back to the place frwr which they have just fled. Most of than are poor
and illiterate have scraped soptlxr all they have to make the trip here only to be salt back by

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). 'Mae has been recent immigration legislation
confining them to detention men in Southern Texas whilea decision is made on their request for

um. Many Central Americans arc also being held at detention centers in Miami,
some have settled in California and other parts of the United States. As in the

case of Mexican immigrants, families are often separated in the immigration process. Chikhen are
arriving in this country alone in hopes of finding a better life.

I 1 1-,44:
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SOUTH AMERICANS

South Americans are also immigrating to this country but in much smaller numbers than other
Because of the distance involved usually only those with a lot of money can afford to

the trip here. Most of those coming to the U.S., are professionals of high degree like
surgeons, biochemists, etc. They are well trained and highly educated and make the
transition to .S. professional life quite easily. Most have a grid knowledge of English before
coming hat (Valdivia° & Davis, 1988).



THE HISPANIC AGENDA

Growing Population

Hispanic population, is the fastest growing in the country, this trend is presumed to continue
well into the next century. This growth will have a profound impact on public policy making,
erhwation, Political representatkm, service implementation, the labor force, and other areas of our
society.

Census Counts

There have been dims made to pevent the inclusion of -..:.Aiocumented persons in census counts.
For example, a recent court caw, Ridge v. Verity, anneal ed the constitutionality of including
undocumenad migrants in cams count. The case was ti out of court. The Constitution
states that all persons, in the United States shall be counted in the census. Congressman Ridge is

the Caws Equity Act, which is currently pending. A bill, with similar aims to
undocum ented persons in the census, was sponsored by Senator Shelby of Alabama. It

has already passed in the Senate. Attempts hie these, to undermirm Hispanic politkal
representation and to limit services to the Hispanic populationare being backed by the Federation
for American Immigration Reform (FAIR), the same group behind the "English only" movement
(Camarillo, 1989).

Immigration Law

Historically, legislation has been targeted at Hispanic groups and has affected the
Hispanic " ;+l: "II"' in many impciftant ways. For example, limiting the number of gnuits
allowed in during a given year affects all Ifispanics (exciqn for Puerto Ricans). At other times,
legislation desired to assist immigrants has often fallen short, forexample, the 1986 Immigration
Reform Act which outlined a path to citizenship for time undocumented immigrant& Those who
could prove that they had resided in tlz United States since 1982 were given temp:wary resident
gam Many individuals did not come forwaid because they did not have the required documents.
They were fearful and not trusting of the INS, an agency which they had learned to evade.

Future Work Force Impact

By the turn of the century Hispanics will make up the majority of entry level workers.. As the
gemtral population ages and leaves the work force, the younger growing population of Hispanics
will enter into the job market. By the year 2000 the younfer Hispanics will &count for 22 percent
of the growth in tin labor form inivfflver,the niainifacnmngand manual laborer that were
historkally filled by Hispanics are disappearing. "...If the current occupational prof le of

is maintained, they would occupy only 5 percent of the jobs in the year MOO"and Davis. 19g8). and other minorities are anicentinted in lower skill level
jobs while fun= jobs will require 1:gh level skills. Most education is nee ed to prepare Hispanics
for the new skilled, technological employment fields (Johnston & Packer, 1987).

Economic Impact

suffer from higher poverty levels than non-Hispanics, but it is estimated that nationwide
the ,1 II market is worth $130 billion dollars a year. This market is relatively untapped, but
new Spanish languar advertising is starting to teach this hidden market. Hispanics have the
potential to be a major commercial force in this country. As more Hispanics are employed, this
market share will continue upwards.
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Education

As the - " lornent Oct= changes from unskilled to high skilled labor needs, Hispanics will be
left without an educatico. Immigrants and native citizens alike !Nukebilingual, inograms,
math and science, and nony other programs to be able to cote in the job market successfully.

For me, they shouldul have put me in Basic Math. I should have been in Algebra. But them is
more English vocabulary in Algelu so they said I couldn't take it until I learned more English. I
felt I was spending time with things I already knew, but then that's requited of Latin immigrants.
We waste ow time because we don't know English yet.

(Quoted from a Mexican studat who immigrated at age 14, as cited in x, 1988).

"English only"

only" is a implement which claims that this country's official language should be declared
Further, those in the movement think that the newly arrived Hispanicsand Asians wish

to remain in their own communitks, living and working there, and not having to learn English or
adapt to American society.

The "English only" movement has been directed at Hispanics and Asians, and it threatens the few
bilingual proframs that do exist. "...The appeal of this movement results from a variety of
sourcespatriotism, fear uf the consequences of bilingualism, visions ofuncontrollable
immigration, a misunderstanding f the movement's Ale agenda, chauvinism, and racism"
(N.C.A.S., 1988).

"Because it arises bun attitudes that those who speak only English are somehow superior to those
who speak other languages, it sends a clear messaip to newcomers due their bnguages and cultures
are unwelcome and inferior..." (KCAL 1988).

When "English only" legislation it usually means that the state may not print, clisseminate,
or provide services bilingually. y, in the State of Michigan driver's license tests are
printed in Spanish and English. Voting ballots can be requested in Spanish. Court translators are
allowed to help Spanish speabing defendants and . For example, if "English only" were
to pass in ititi all of these services woukl be cut or made illegal.

The "English only" legislation has passed in 17 states. This legislation has resulted in employment
discriminatico, affected the fairness of the judicial system, and impacted Hispanic voting rights in
these states. A similar movement known as "U.S. English" is working to have English declared
the offuial language of the United States. The effects of this type ci legislation on the civil rights
of Hispanics are broad and could have a lasting impact

Political Representation and Participation

Hispanics are adding tremendously to the growth of the U.S. as a whole tot mote importantly to a
few states in particular. Many of these states, like California and Texas, are vay important to the
Presidential races because of their ele ctoral votes. The growth in these states will make
them even more important to Preskkntial elections and also shift the balance in Congress.

NEW IMAGE OF HISPANICS

Hispanics have mock put contributions to American society and are an integral part of our
nation's heritage. Many of our Amaican cities and states standas remindas of our Hispanic
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